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Abstract
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been benefiting many desciplines of the natural
sciences. XAS is a powerful tool used to probe the electronic structure and local bonding
environment of materials. Inverse partial fluorescence yield (IPFY), a new XAS technique
developed in 2011, allowed greater emplyment of XAS by breaking down the limitations
of existing techniques in many significant scenarios but also extended the applicability
of fluorescence yield to a quantitative analysis level. [1] However, IPFY was originally
developed for smooth bulk materials and the applicability of IPFY to rough surfaces or
powder specimens is unknown. XAS is often performed on rough samples and there are
many scenarios where bulk single crystals are not available so that the use of powder
specimen is inevitable.
In this thesis, we propose a numerical model to investigate surface roughness effects on
IPFY and an analytical model to account for porosity in porous specimens. To compare
to this calculation, IPFY measurements on rough surface and porous NdGaO3 specimens
will also be presented. We found that for surface roughness size of 0.109 times the emission
x-ray penetration length 1/µ (Ef ), the error introduced by roughness is less than 5% for
any detection geometry. Our calculations also showed that the distortions of IPFY can be
minimized at certain detection geometries, especially near normal incidence and emission
geometry where surface roughness effects vanish. Our theoretical modeling revealed that
porosity effect will only scale IPFY spectra by a constant factor so that the lineshape of
IPFY is preserved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 X-ray absorption spectroscopy
In this section, we will start with the process of x-ray absorption and how the decaying
products are related to the electronic properties of materials. We will then show what con-
sists of x-ray absorption spectra and what information can be extracted from the spectra.
After that, we will talk about how x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is measured
and the inadequacies of conventional XAS techniques. Furthermore, we will introduce the
newly developed XAS technique called inverse partial fluorescence yield (IPFY) and
how it overcomes the saturation effects other techniques have and how it is used to de-
termine absorption coefficients. Lastly, we will discuss the problems IPFY has and how
those problems motivate the investigations of surface roughness effect and porosity effect
on IPFY.
1.1.1 X-ray interacts with matter
For XAS, we only concentrate in the energy range below 1 MeV. In this energy regime, ex-
cluding the transmitted x-rays, as illustrated in figure 1.1 there are three primary processes:
photoelectric absorption, coherent scattering and incoherent scattering. In the process of
photoelectric absorption, an incident photon is absorbed and an electron is ejected which
carries the energy difference between incident photon energy and binding energy exerted
by the atom to the electron. In this regime, the excitations from the left behind core-holes
will decay by means of characteristic fluorescent x-rays or Auger electrons, carrying the
1
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the interaction between x-ray and matter.(Figure adapted from reference
[2]).
information of the element composition and electronic structure of the material. For coher-
ent scattering or Rayleigh scattering, the photons are scattered by bound atomic electrons
with no loss of energy. For incoherent scattering or Compton scattering process, incident
photons will inelastically collide with one particular kind of electron and lose its energy,
the scattered x-ray wavelength is accordingly modified. [3]
1.1.2 Fluorescence and Auger electrons
When the atoms are excited by absorbing incident x-rays, the excited core-hole will even-
tually relax back to the ground state of the atom. As shown in figure 1.2a, in the decaying
process of fluorescence regime, higher energy level core electron, for instance, level M or
level L, will drop back into the core hole and emit characteristic fluorescence x-rays. The
emission lines from L to K and from M to K are named as Kα and Kβ emission lines,
respectively. As for the Auger electron yield regime, the refillment of the core-hole will
promote an Auger electron to the continuum from another core-level. Since the emission
in both regimes involves in the characteristic energies of the absorbing atom, it can be
used to identify the absorbing element [5, 6]. For instance, in figure 1.3, we plotted the
L-edge XAS on Fe, Co, Ni, Cu in absolute cross-section scale. We can see that for same
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: (a) X-ray Fluorescence yield process (b) Auger electron yield process.(Figure adapted
from reference [4]
absorption edge, different element has different characteristic energies and this feature can
be used to identify the absorbing atom.
1.1.3 X-ray absorption spectra
When x-rays interact with matter, there is a certain probability that x-rays are absorbed.
Such probability is decided by the incident x-ray energy and electronic configuration of
the related atoms [7–10]. In the case of free atoms model, when we increase the incident
x-ray energies to be above the transition energies of inner-shell electrons, the absorption
probabilities will increase largely and create sharp discontinuities often termed as edge
steps. [8, 11, 12] In real world solids, atoms are not actually free to move but confined in
lattices instead. The multi-body interactions of electrons with nearby atoms would form
complicated absorption structure both near and far beyond absorption edges [10,13]. The
domination of strong scattering and local atomic resonance in the x-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) provides a direct link to the oxidation state and local bonding
environment of the interacted atoms. As shown in figure 1.4, the big differences in L-edge
XAS of same element Cu but with different valences prove that XAS can be used to probe
the oxidation state in the material.
3
Figure 1.3: X-ray absorption spectroscopy on Fe, Co, Ni, Cu L edge in absolute cross-section
scale.(Figure adapted from reference [7]).
Figure 1.4: X-ray absorption spectroscopy on (a) copper metal, (b) Cu2O, (c) CuO. (Figure
adapted from reference [14]).
The polarization dependence of XAS can be used to determine the orbital information
of absorbing atoms. The combination of the polarization and energy dependence makes
4
XAS an invaluable tool in analyzing complex systems. For example, the high temperature
superconductor YBa2Cu3O6+δ has structure as illustrated in figure 1.5a. There are three
types of Cu: Cu2 (valence 2+) from CuO2 plane is in 3d
9 state, having a single hole in Cu
3dx2−y2 orbital; Cu1e (valence 1+) from CuO2 chains is in 3d10 state with a full d shell;
Cu1f (valence 2+) from CuO2 chains is in 3d
9 +3d9L state with a hole in 3dy2−z2 symmetry.
Those three types of Cu atoms within the same system can be identified by XAS based on
their preferred polarization, valences and their characteristic energies of the corresponding
states as shown in figure 1.5b.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.5: (a) The structure of high temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O6+δ. δ refers to
doping and has value from 0 to 1. (b1) Cu L-edge XAS of YBa2Cu3O6+δ with polarization
parallel to a axis. (b2) Cu L-edge XAS of YBa2Cu3O6+δ with polarization parallel to b axis.
(b3) Cu L-edge XAS of YBa2Cu3O6+δ with polarization parallel to c axis. Figures are adapted
from reference [15].
Beyond the absorption edge, the quantum interference results from emitted photoelectrons
created oscillations in XAS spectra which give information on the number and chemical
indentities of near neighbours and the average interatomic distances [16–18]. This spectral
region is named as extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). Combining
spectral regions of XANES and EXAFS, we obtain the region called x-ray absorption
5
fine structure (XAFS).
XAS measurements are performed at synchrotron beamlines which provides us with much
more photon flux and higher data collection efficiency than old x-ray tube based XAS
measurements [19]. In XAS measurements, we can tune photon energies to correspond to
transition energy between an particular inner-shell energy level and an unoccupied state,
such element specific targeting measurements make XAS a powerful tool in the study of
structural and electronic properties of matter in wide scenarios across all natural sciences.
1.1.4 XAS techniques
There are three common XAS techniques: transmission, electron yield (EY) and fluo-
rescence yield (FY) [7,10,20,21]. Transmission measurement is operated by transmitting
very strong x-ray flux through a thin sample and the transmitted x-ray is detected right
behind the sample. The theory behind transmission mode is Beer-Lambert law which is
a direct measurement of x-ray attenuation coefficient. However, the requirement of ultra-
thin sample for this technique makes it very restrictive. As to EY and FY, those two are
the decaying product of x-ray interactions with matter. When x-rays are interacting with
a sample, the absorbing atom is excited to an upper unoccupied state and leaves behind a
core hole [10]. The main channels for the excited atom to decay is either to emit a char-
acteristic fluorescence photon or eject one or more kinetic Auger electrons. For low-energy
excitation, Auger emission will dominate the relaxation process while fluorescence is the
primary relaxation process for higher-energy excitation, e.g., atomic numbers greater than
40. The probability of either case depends on atomic shell and atomic number Z of the
atom. [22–24] For the collection of EY, it is usually completed by measuring the drain
current that created by the refillment of the vacancies left behind by the escaped electrons.
This drain current is the measure of what we termed as total electron yield (TEY).
Alternatively, if the escaping electrons carried sufficient kinetic energies, a channelplate or
channeltron detector can be used to detect them. As to the detection of FY, photodiode,
channelplate or channeltron detectors are the main tools to collect the total fluorescence
yield (TFY).
TEY is a surface sensitive technique. It is very sensitive to surface contamination or
surface charging in insulators. Conversely, TFY is a bulk sensitive technique [7]. However,
it failed to produce reliable XAS spectra in the case of concentrated samples due to satura-
tion effects. Futhermore, neither TEY nor TFY is directly proportional to x-ray absorption
cross-section since they are not directly related to absorption process. Even though a lot of
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effort has been spent to correct the XAS spectra due to discrepancies from the techniques
themselves, full eliminations of the erroneous spectra from those two techniques cannot be
achieved [25,26].
1.1.5 Inverse partial fluorescence yield
In 2011, a new XAS technique called inverse partial fluorescence yield (IPFY) is
developed and the detection of the IPFY makes use of a energy dispersive photon detector,
such as silicon drift detector (SDD) to collect the partial fluorescence yield (PFY)
from non-resonant atom or core state [1,27]. For instance, in figure 1.6, PFY spectra from
Figure 1.6: (a) X-ray fluorescence of NiO across Nd L3 and L2 edges. (b) Emission spectra of
resonant Ni L edges and non-resonant O K edges at energy 845 eV and 880 eV, respectively. (c)
PFY of Ni L edge and O K edge (d) IPFY is the inversion of O K PFY and show good agreement
with TEY data. (Figure adapted from reference [1]).
resonant Nickel L edge and non-resonant Oxygen K edge are measured, and the resonant
PFY from Nickel L edge is largely distorted and cannot be used to determine absorption
coefficient. IPFY in this case is simply the inversion of the PFY from non-resonant Oxygen
K emission, for example, IPFY=1/PFYOK . As argued by Achkar in reference [1], IPFY
7
Figure 1.7: (a) PFY of NiO across Nd L3 and L2 edges. (b) IPFY from O K edge at different
geometries. (c) By using fitting parameters from geometry, the resulted spectra showed excellent
agreement with literature. 1(Figure adapted from reference [1]).
turns out to be proportional to the absorption coefficient and such result can be seen by
the good agreement of IPFY with TEY in figure 1.6 part (d). For detection geometry
denoted as j, IPFY can be written as:
IPFYj = A
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαj
sinβj
)
(1.1)
where A depends weakly on energy over XANES region and can be approximately treated
as a constant. Such constant can be obtained by fitting IPFY from different geometries.
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As shown in figure 1.7, IPFY on NiO taken at same energy 845 eV but different geome-
tries varies linearly with sinα/ sin β as predicted in formula (1.1). The good agreement of
absorption coefficient obtained from IPFY with literature verified the proportionality of
IPFY with linear absorption coefficients.
The newly developed XAS technique IPFY is both bulk sensitive and free of saturation ef-
fects and charging effect, and most importantly, it is also a direct accurate measure of total
x-ray absorption coefficient [1, 27]. Based on that, IPFY is even able to do compositional
analysis of materials [28]. Those prominent features of IPFY make it a very powerful tool
in rich avenues in XAS.
IPFY is originally developed for smooth single crystals, however, XAS is often performed
on rough or powder samples. We want to know which features of IPFY are robust when
IPFY is performed on rough surfaces or porous samples. Also, we want to know under
what roughness sizes, geometries and other conditions, IPFY can be still applied to rough
surfaces or porous samples. When dated back to existing treatments of surface roughness
effect and porosity effect on general x-ray fluorescence yield measurement, the efforts so far
to my knowledge only worked out for very limited parameter space and specific scenarios,
which cannot meet the purpose of our subject [29–34]. The investigations over surface
roughness effect and porosity effect on IPFY are important and demanding.
1.2 Overview
Chapter 2 will start with the formulation of IPFY on rough surface, and followed from the
formulation is the discussion of the newly introduced parameter due to surface roughness.
In modeling surface roughness effect, we proposed an artificial sine wave rough surface
to numerically model the dependence of surface roughness on roughness size, geometry
and incident photon energy. All the details in our calculations, such as critical number of
sampling points, critical depth can be found in our Appendix A, B, C. In Appendix E, we
also discussed about the refinement to IPFY spectroscopy when experimental conditions
are not stable. That section is for the purpose of understanding the discrepancy in our
quantitative analysis of absorption coefficients on smooth surfaces and the corresponding
correction to it.
In chapter 3, we will further verify our numerical modeling with experimental demon-
strations on rough NdGaO3 samples. We will show IPFY spectra measured on smooth
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surfaces, 500 grit polished sample and 120 grit polished sample in two different geome-
tries. By inserting the real surface roughness sizes from atomic force spectroscopy (AFM)
characterizations into our numerical calculations, we found that sine wave model can well
capture the degrees of distortion on rough surface IPFY. However, this sine wave model
cannot fully capture the trend of the change in IPFY intensity, which may due to the fact
that our single roughness size parametrization is not sufficient to resolve all the features
contained in a real rough surface.
In addition to our main topic, we discussed qualitatively about granularity effect from
porous samples in chapter 4. In a special case where we have smoothly polished pow-
der specimen, a theoretical model is proposed to treat porosity effect in IPFY and the
results from this model will be shortly discussed. Later, we illustrated IPFY measure-
ment performed on porous NdGaO3 samples and those results will only be qualitatively
commented.
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Chapter 2
Modeling of surface roughness effect
on IPFY
In this chapter, we will first formulate IPFY expression for rough surfaces based on the
IPFY expression from smooth surfaces. To quantify the effect of surface roughness, a sine
wave rough surface profile was proposed and the change in IPFY intensity from a rough
surface with respect to a smooth surface is calculated in all interested physical ranges.
The surface roughness size dependence, energy dependence and geometry dependence of
the effect will be discussed respectively.
2.1 Fluorescence yield
To understand our later formulation of surface roughness effect on IPFY, we have to first
understand a few terminologies involved in the former formulation of fluorescence yield
for smooth surfaces [27]. Consider the detection of fluorescence yield with geometry as
illustrated in figure 2.1, where the incident beam with energy Ei makes an angle α with
the surface and the emission beam with energy Ef makes an angle β with the surface.
Therefore the normalized differential intensity contribution from element X over a thin
layer with thickness dz at depth z is:
dIX (Ei, Ef )
I0 (Ei)
= η (Ef )
Ω
4pi
ωX (Ei, Ef )
µX (Ei)
sinα
e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz (2.1)
where η (Ef ) is the detector efficiency, Ω is the solid angle made by the detector, ωX (Ei, Ef )
11
Figure 2.1: Schematic of fluorescent x-ray attenuation.
is the probability that an incident photon of energy Ei will lead to a fluorescence photon of
energy Ef , rather than emission of one or more Auger electrons, with index X as atoms/core
states specific. µ (Ei) and µ (Ef ) are the total absorption coefficients of the material at
energy Ei and Ef , respectively.
For clarity, we will introduce some important terminologies. As depicted in figure 2.1,
our incident x-ray length (IXL) at depth z is defined to be the length incident x-ray
travelled inside the sample, in this case, LAB, which is related to depth z as z/ sinα. Simi-
larly, the emission x-ray length (EXL) at depth z is LBC = z/ sin β. If we only consider
the length x-ray travelled along the depth direction z, it is termed as incident x-ray
depth (IXD), which is LAD and it is the same as depth z. In the same way, the emission
x-ray depth (EXD) LCE is defined to be the length emission x-ray travelled along z di-
rection and it also has same length as depth z. In this sense, the difference between IXD
and EXD for a smooth surface is zero. Later on we will see in a rough surface, IXD is no
longer the same as EXD.
Followed from equation (2.1), the integrated partial fluorescence yield from element X
can be expressed as:
PFYX =
IX (Ei, Ef )
I0 (Ei)
=
Ω
4pi
η (Ef )ωX (Ei, Ef )
∫ ∞
0
µX (Ei)
sinα
e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα +
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz (2.2)
Experimentally, I0 (Ei) is measured from a metal grid, so the true incident photon inten-
sity1 is IGrid (Ei) = I0 (Ei) νGrid (Ei) where νGrid (Ei) is grid quantum efficiency; therefore,
1Photons that are directly received by samples.
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the experimental partial fluorescence yield is modified by replacing I0 with IGrid:
PFYX =
IX (Ei, Ef )
IGrid (Ei)
=
IX (Ei, Ef )
I0 (Ei) νGrid (Ei)
(2.3)
Combine equation (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain that:
PFYX =
Ω
4pi
η (Ef )ωX (Ei, Ef )
νGrid (Ei)
∫ ∞
0
µX (Ei)
sinα
e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz (2.4)
2.2 Formulation of IPFY on rough surfaces
Experimentally, IPFY expression for a smooth homogeneous material with geometry de-
picted in figure 2.2a is simply a inversion of its correponding PFY, where PFY is from
non-resonant element or core state X [27]. Followed from equation (2.4), smooth surface
IPFY can be expressed as:
IPFYs =
1
Ω
4pi
η(Ef)ωX(Ei,Ef)
νGrid(Ei)
∫∞
0
µX(Ei)
sinα e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz
(2.5)
In figure 2.2a, as argued before, for a smooth surface we can see the incident x-ray depth
(IXD) LsAD is always the same as the emission x-ray depth (EXD) L
s
CE at any depth
z. Whereas in rough surface in figure 2.2b, the EXD LrCE is no longer the same as IXD
LrAD. Clearly, the difference in IXD and EXD LCG in a one dimensional rough surface as
depicted, is related to depth z, lateral position x and root mean square (RMS) A of this
rough surface profile. If we define the difference between effective IXD and EXD at depth
z and lateral position x as following:
G (z,A, x) = EXD (z,A, x)− IXD (z,A, x) (2.6)
Instead of using depth z for EXD in formula (2.5), we have to use z+G (z, A, x) for rough
surface case. In addition, the integration has to integrate over the lateral direction due the
x dependence of G (z, A, x). [30] Therefore, by incorporating equation (2.6) into equation
(2.5), we can write our IPFY expression for rough surfaces as following:
IPFYr =
1
Ω
4pi
η(Ef )ωX(Ei,Ef )
νGrid(Ei)
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0
µX(Ei)
sinα e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα z+
µ(Ef)
sin β (G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(2.7)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) A smooth bulk material with incident x-ray making an angle α and emission x-ray
making an angle β to the surface. The IXD LsAD is equal to EXD L
s
CE as defined as z. (b)
X-ray interacts with a rough surface bulk sample. The incident angle α and emission angle β
are defined with respect to smooth surface plane. The IXD LrAD is different from EXD L
r
CE in
rough surface and our G (z,A, x) is LrCG in this depiction.
To simplify equation (2.7), we will define quantity A (Ei) to be:
A (Ei) =
νGrid (Ei)
Ω
4piη (Ef )ωX (Ei, Ef )µX (Ei)
(2.8)
Hence, rough surface IPFY expression can be reduced into:
IPFYr =
A (Ei)
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0
1
sinαe
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
z+
µ(Ef)
sin β
(G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(2.9)
Similarly, we can rewrite IPFY formula (2.5) for smooth surface as:
IPFYs =
A (Ei)
∫∞
0
1
sinαe
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz
(2.10)
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2.3 Formulation of surface roughness effect on IPFY
The simpliest way to see how much effect surface roughness would cause on IPFY is to
divide IPFY from a smooth surface by IPFY from a rough surface with same experimental
conditions1 [29]. Combine equation (2.9) and equation (2.10), the ratio IPFYr/IPFYs is:
IPFYr
IPFYs
=
Ar (Ei)
As (Ei)
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
z+
µ(Ef)
sin β
(G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(2.11)
where the subcript indices r and s which represent rough and smooth and A (Ei) represents
the experimental conditions in measurement.
In our IPFY measurements, most often the experimental conditions are very stable, there-
fore the fluctuations in A (Ei) are negligible, equation (2.11) can be further reduced as:
IPFYr
IPFYs
=
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
z+
µ(Ef)
sin β
(G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(2.12)
However, in some rare cases, the fluctuations in A (Ei) are noticable and can affect our
analysis of IPFY spectra. In our later experimental demonstration on NdGaO3 for rough
surfaces, we will see such effect. Besides, if such instable conditions happened in two
separate IPFY measurement on smooth surfaces, the absorption coefficients we obtained
regularly would be quite different from literature, however such discrepancy can be cor-
rected properly as shown in appendix E.
2.4 G (z, A, x) dependence on IPFY
From our formulation of IPFY for rough surfaces, we found G (z, A, x) essentially decides
how the IPFY intensity will change with respect to smooth surfaces. For a real rough
surface, G (z, A, x) is very position dependent and the sign of average G (z, A, x) can be
1Same experimental conditions mean in these two IPFY measurements for smooth surface and rough
surface, all variables inside of A (Ei) and geometries should be consistent. However, this is not always the
case as would be discussed in Appendices.
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positive or negative which relies on the actual structure of rough surface and detection
geometry. Here we just want to briefly discuss about the possibilies that the IPFY spectra
would evolve for rough surfaces at different cases of G (z, A, x). As illustrated in figure
2.3, in the case of smooth surfaces, the average G (z, A, x) denoted as Gavg is 0, the IPFY
intensity would stay the same. In the case shown in (b), where the Gavg is less than 0,
which means emitted x-rays are attenuated less than they should be, so the collected PFY
intensity would be bigger than expected, therefore IPFY intensity would drop accordingly.
In the case shown in (c), where we have positive average Gavg, similarly, the IPFY intensity
from rough surfaces would be bigger than smooth surfaces.
Figure 2.3: (a) Smooth surface with average G (z,A, x) to be 0. (b) Rough surface with average
G (z,A, x) to be less than 0. (c) Rough surface with average G (z,A, x) to be bigger than 0.
2.5 Numerical modeling of surface roughness effect
on IPFY
In this section, we will first verify G (z, A, x) calculated from a sine wave rough surface
by its actual detection schematic, and then follow the expression we developed for surface
roughness effect to numerically calculate the roughness size, energy and geometry depen-
dence of the effect based on a sine wave rough surface. Those are the main results of my
numerical modeling.
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2.5.1 Sine wave rough surface
Figure 2.4: Schematic of x-rays interact with a sine wave rough surface which has peak to peak
amplitude 2A and period 2A. 16 sampling points over a cycle 2A along lateral direction x are
displayed.
In figure 2.3, we build up a sine wave rough surface with peak to peak amplitude 2A
and period 2A, the length l and thickness d of the sample is far bigger than roughness
scale A. Since sine wave rough surface is a periodic structure, the effective lateral integra-
tion range is just one cycle 2A. As to choose the integration depth into the sample and
number of sampling points over one cycle, we have to consider both computation time and
sensible physical limits in order to achieve reasonable accuracy. Eventually, in our numer-
ical calculations, we neglected the contribution that is less than 0.1% of the normalized
differential intensity and this gives us the limit of number of integration steps. In terms of
determination of the number of sampling points, we calculated the convergence of IPFY
in high physical limits for sampling points up to 128. We found that with sampling points
to be 64, we are able to reduce the percentage error in IPFY to be less than 0.1% in our
interested physical ranges. All the verifications of the limits in our calculations can be
found in the Appendix A, B.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic of x-ray traversed at effective depth 2A on a sine wave rough surface at
normal incidence geometry, where solid blue curve is effective incident x-ray length and solid red
curve is effective emission x-ray length. (b) Schematic of x-ray traversed at effective depth 2A
on a smooth surface at normal incidence geometry. (c) Schematic of x-ray traversed at effective
depth 2A on a sine wave rough surface at regular incidence geometry. (d) Schematic of x-ray
traversed at effective depth 2A on a smooth surface at regular incidence geometry.
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2.5.2 G (z, A, x) from a sine wave rough surface
To understand our later calculations for G (z, A, x), the explanation of the calculation
process is necessary. In figure 2.5, we illustrated how x-ray traverse differently in a sine
wave rough surface and a smooth surface at effective depth 2A for two selected geometries
at sampling point 17 (crest).1 The selected geometries correspond to two experimental
detection geometries in IPFY measurements. For normal incidence geometry, effective
emission x-ray length (solid red curve) in rough surface is shorter than in smooth surface,
which therefore gives us negative G (z, A, x). In regular incidence geometry2, depth z is no
longer the same as effective incident x-ray depth as part of the length along incident x-ray
direction is in the vacuum. In order to calculate G (z, A, x) at effective depth 2A, we have
to go deeper into the sample than smooth surface case as shown in 2.5c, and the sign of
G (z, A, x) turned out to be negative.
In figure 2.5, we illustrated how we obtain G (z, A, x) for one specific integration step
sampled from point 17. To calculate IPFY, we have to calculate G (z, A, x) for all 64
sampling points at desired depth. In figure 2.6a and 2.6c, we showed the density plot of
calculated G (z, A, x) for all 64 sampling points up to effective depth 6A for the detection
geometries illustrated in figure 2.5. The two black dots in figure 2.6a and 2.6c correspond
to the schematic drawing in figure 2.5, and the signs of the corresponding G (z, A, x) are
consistent with our prediction.
In normal incidence geometry, for the rough layer part(z′ < 2A) in 2.6a, G (z, A, x) is
quite different at different sampling point. We can see that G (z, A, x) from this part is
a complicated outcome of the rough surface and it cannot reveal much information about
the rough surface profile. From equation (2.9), we can see the intensity of IPFY is in
a exponential relationship with G (z, A, x). Therefore, in our integration for IPFY, the
dominant contribution is from the rough layer part. We will term G (z, A, x) from rough
layer part as type I G (z, A, x), and type I G (z, A, x) mainly decides the distortions in
IPFY. When we probe further into the bulk part of the sample, G (z, A, x) starts to form
periodic pattern and such periodic structure is proved to be the same for all sampling points
at same geometry in Appendix C. For periodic G (z, A, x) from bulk part, those periodic
patterns are transformations of the corresponding sine wave rough surface profile which
reflect the genuine properties of our rough surface. Therefore, an analytical treatment
for surface roughness effect is possible if we only have this type of G (z, A, x). Since the
average G (z, A, x) from this periodic pattern is zero, IPFY contribution from this part
will not distort IPFY. We will term G (z, A, x) from the bulk part as type II G (z, A, x).
1Depth z is the geometrical depth from its incident point where effective depth is the depth that x-ray
has traversed inside the sample.
2The regular incidence geometry is α = 60 ◦ and β = 61.5 ◦.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Density plot of G (z,A, x) /A with α, β to be 89.9 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (b)
Average of G (z,A, x) /A over lateral direction with geometry same as (a).(c) Density plot of
G (z,A, x) /A with α = 60 ◦ and β = 61.5 ◦. (b) Average of G (z,A, x) /A over lateral direction
with geometry same as (c). The lateral position is in unit of the sampling number along the
surface and effective depth is in unit of A.
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From 2.6b, we can see the overall sign for rough layer part G (z, A, x) in normal incidence
geometry is positive and it indicates the increase in IPFY intensity with respect to smooth
surface.
For regular incidence geometry, similar to normal incidence, G (z, A, x) from rough layer is
distinct at each x position but periodic in bulk part. The overall G (z, A, x) is positive at
depth less than 1A but negative at layer between 1A to 2A, this will result in a competition
between the positive G (z, A, x) and negative G (z, A, x) contributions in IPFY calculations.
In this case, IPFY intensity from this geometry may be either bigger or smaller than the
smooth surface.
Our following sections will use the calculated G (z, A, x) values from those two geometries
to calculate the effect on surface roughness effect on roughness size, geometry and energy.
The prediction of the change in IPFY intensity based on the average G (z, A, x) for those
two geometries will be tested.
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2.5.3 Roughness size dependence of surface roughness effect on
IPFY from numerical modeling
The physical parameters involved in IPFY spectroscopy are incident photon energy energy
Ei, emission energy Ef , alternatively, incident attenuation coefficient µ (Ei), emission at-
tenuation coefficient µ (Ef ), and geometry angle α, β. For the study of surface roughness
effect on IPFY, another parameter surface roughness A will be introduced into former
parameter space. In our simulations, we will convert our µ (Ei) and A into unit of µ (Ef )
and 1/µ (Ef ), respectively, since µ (Ef ) is a fixed quantity for a given sample. Such di-
mensionless conversion is not subject to any specific materials and the conclusions drawn
can be general.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The roughness size dependence of sine wave surface roughness effect on IPFY at
µ (Ei) as 0.1µ (Ef ), 0.5µ (Ef ), 1µ (Ef ), 5µ (Ef ), 10/µ (Ef ) with geometry α, β to be 89.9
◦ and
41.6 ◦, respectively. (b) The roughness size dependence of sine wave surface roughness effect on
IPFY at µ (Ei) as 0.1µ (Ef ), 0.5µ (Ef ), 1µ (Ef ), 5µ (Ef ), 10µ (Ef ) with geometry α, β to be 60
◦
and 61.5 ◦, respectively.
Typically, for XAS in soft x-ray region, µ (Ei) is in the range of 0.1µ (Ef ) to 10µ (Ef ).
µ (Ei) from pre-edge and post-edge region is usually around 0.1µ (Ef ) to 1µ (Ef ) whereas
the peak region has µ (Ei) around 5 to 10 times µ (Ef ). Based on these considerations,
we plotted IPFYr/IPFYs ratio versus dimensionless surface roughness size A ∗ µ (Ef ) for
two different geometries in figure 2.7. The choice of those two geometries was based the
detection geometries in experimental setup.
In figure 2.7a, we have a normal incidence geoemtry. In all selected energies, IPFY inten-
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sities are growing quickly when we firstly increase roughness size. After roughness level
reaches about 4/µ (Ef ), IPFY intensities cease to grow and tend to level themselves with
corresponding scaling factors. At fixed surface roughness size, the scaling factors is in-
creasing with the increase of µ (Ei).
When we changed the geometry to regular incidence, the results are quite different. The
IPFY intensity is decreasing at low µ (Ei) but increasing at high µ (Ei) when increase
roughness. In the intermediate stage, for instance, µ (Ei) is half of µ (Ef ), IPFY intensity
is initially decreasing up to A = 2/µ (Ef ) and then increasing monotanically with rough-
ness size. This indicates a crossover between IPFY measured from a rough surface and a
smooth surface.
Combine both situations, we can see that distortions on IPFY is most sensitive around the
roughness size comparable to emission x-ray penetration length 1/µ (Ef ).
2.5.4 Energy dependence of surface roughness effect on IPFY
The energy dependence study of surface roughness effect on IPFY is the most significant
since it can be directly used to intepret measured IPFY spectra. As shown in figure
2.8, when we have normal incidence geometry, IPFY intensities grow monotonically with
respect to the increase of µ (Ei) for all roughness sizes. In terms of real IPFY spectra, since
µ (Ei) is small around pre-edge and post-edge region and large around peak region, such
result indicates small distortions around pre-edge and post-edge regions but big distortions
around peak regions. For roughness size as small as 0.1/µ (Ef ), IPFY intensities nearly
stay the same as smooth IPFY in regardless of energies.
As we look at regular incidence geometry, the effect is quite different around µ (Ei) less
than 1µ (Ef ) region but similar when µ (Ei) is bigger than 2µ (Ef ). IPFY obtained from
rough surfaces at all selected roughness sizes have crossovers with smooth IPFY at small
µ (Ei). It indicates that crossovers may be observed in the pre-edge and post-edge regions
but not peak regions when compared to smooth surface IPFY and rough surface IPFY.
For same surface roughness size, the distortions from regular incidence is generally smaller
than normal incidence. In regular incidence geometry, we have plateaus around µ (Ei)
bigger than 4µ (Ef ) which corresponds to our normal peak regions, it implies that IPFY
spectra will only be scaled around peak regions and no distortions will occur.
In general, when surface roughness size is small enough, we will see no distortions on
IPFY spectra as expected. As to accurately determine the maximum of this distortion free
roughness size, the investigations on geometry dependence is necessary since the geometry
dependence of surface roughness effect is big as stated above. In addition, one more
conclusion we can draw from this section is that for certain geometry, the effect of surface
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Figure 2.8: (a) The energy dependence of sine wave surface roughness effect on IPFY at roughness
size as 0.1/µ (Ef ), 0.5/µ (Ef ), 1/µ (Ef ), 5/µ (Ef ), 10/µ (Ef ) with geometry α, β to be 89.9
◦ and
41.6 ◦, respectively. (b) The energy dependence of sine wave surface roughness effect on IPFY at
roughness size as 0.1/µ (Ef ), 0.5/µ (Ef ), 1/µ (Ef ), 5/µ (Ef ), 10/µ (Ef ) with geometry α, β to
be 60 ◦ and 61.5 ◦, respectively.
roughness can be reduced.
2.5.5 Geometry dependence of surface roughness effect on IPFY
From our discussions in section 2.5.4, for fixed roughness size, the biggest distortion would
occur at biggest µ (Ei). To find the optimal detection geometry and maximum allowable
roughness size, in figure 2.9, we plotted the percentage error of rough surface IPFY versus
α and β at chosen roughness sizes for maximum µ (Ei) = 10µ (Ef ).
If we let 5% be our critical distortion error, from figure 2.9a, there were no distortions
for surface roughness size A to be 0.1/µ (Ef ). When we increased the roughness size up
to 0.3/µ (Ef ), distortion free regions were largely reduced and mainly located around α
and β both less than 40 ◦ area and α u 60 ◦ and β < 40 ◦ area. If we further increase
surface roughness size to be 1/µ (Ef ), there was almost no distortion free area except a
very narrow region where α and β are both no less than 80 ◦. Combine all three plots,
we concluded that the biggest distortion happen in area where α > 70 ◦ and β < 50 ◦,
therefore our regular normal incidence geometry should be avoided.
In addition, we calculated ratio IPFYr/IPFYs over surface roughness range up to 10/µ (Ef )
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Figure 2.9: (a) (b) (c) Geometry dependence mesh of the absolute percentage difference
(IPFYr − IPFYs) /IPFYs with α and β varies from 20 ◦ to 80 ◦ with 20 ◦ step size with sur-
face roughness size to be 0.1/µ (Ef ), 0.3/µ (Ef ), 1/µ (Ef ), respectively. The µ (Ei) is fixed to
be 10µ (Ef ). (d) Surface roughness dependence of IPFY
r/IPFYs over roughness size range from
0.1/µ (Ef ) to 10/µ (Ef ) with µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) fixed as 10 with α and β to 80
◦.
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XXXXXXXXXXXXα
β
20 ◦ 40 ◦ 60 ◦ 80 ◦
20 ◦ 0.439/µ (Ef ) 0.294/µ (Ef ) 0.203/µ (Ef ) 0.198/µ (Ef )
40 ◦ 0.296/µ (Ef ) 0.261/µ (Ef ) 0.181/µ (Ef ) 0.170/µ (Ef )
60 ◦ 0.484/µ (Ef ) 0.364/µ (Ef ) 0.224/µ (Ef ) 0.325/µ (Ef )
80 ◦ 0.109/µ (Ef ) 0.157/µ (Ef ) 0.143/µ (Ef ) >10/µ (Ef )
Table 2.1: The maximum surface roughness sizes calculated from different geometries in term of
units 1/µ (Ef ), that guaranteed the distortions of IPFY over range µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) between 0.1
to 10 from a sine wave rough surface is no more than 5%.
at α = β = 80 ◦ as shown in figure 2.9d, it turned out that within the physical range we are
interested in, we will always have distortion free measurement. Therefore, nearly normal
incidence and emission geometry will guarantee distortion free measurement of IPFY in
regardless of roughness size.
In order to find the maximum allowable roughness size for all detection geometries, in
table 2.1, we tabulated maximum roughness size for each geometry by setting the per-
centage error to be 5% at µ (Ei) = 10µ (Ef ). The angle mesh we calculated did cover a
reasonable angle range, and it revealed that the maximum distortion free roughness size is
0.109/µ (Ef ) in regardless of detection geometry. However, at optimal detection geometry
other than nearly normal incidence and emission, the critical surface roughness size can be
optimized to 0.484/µ (Ef ).
At the end of the numerical work, we would like to discuss about the combined effect
of roughness size and energy in two particular geometries in a wider range. As stated
before, we defined 5% as our critical distortion tolerance. From figure 2.10, we can see that
regular incidence geometry has bigger distortion free area than normal incidence geometry
and therefore proved itself as a better detection geometry. In normal incidence geometry,
for surface roughness size smaller than 2/µ (Ef ) and µ (Ei) > 3µ (Ef ) area, we can see
the gradient of calculated IPFYr/IPFYs tend to be 0 at any chosen roughness size. This
implies that in a large region around peak, IPFY is only scaled by some constant but not
distorted. For regular incidence geometry, when µ (Ei) > 3µ (Ef ), we would always have
distortion free IPFY regardless of surface roughness size.
Another important aspect from figure 2.10b is that we have regions that IPFY from rough
surface can be either bigger or smaller than smooth surface IPFY. This clearly indicates
a crossover between IPFY from rough surface and IPFY from smooth surface at certain
energy. However, this phenomenon is only observable when we have surface roughness size
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bigger than 1/µ (Ef ).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) Contour plot of IPFYr/IPFYs from a sine wave rough surface as a function of
µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) and A ∗ µ (Ef ) with geometry α, and β to be 89.9 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (b)
Contour plot of IPFYr/IPFYs from a sine wave rough surface as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) and
A ∗ µ (Ef ) with geometry α, and β to be 60 ◦ and 61.5 ◦, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Demonstration of
Surface Roughness Effect on IPFY
3.1 Details of measurement
The measurements described in this chapter were performed at the Canadian Light Source’s
High Resolution Spherical Grating Monochromator (SGM) 11ID-1 beamline. In SGM, a
picoammeter is used to measure total electron yield (TEY) by drain current mode. Total
fluorescence yield (TFY) is measured on a Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) detector, and par-
tial fluorescence yield (PFY), inverse partial fluorescence yield (IPFY) are measured by
one PGT and four Amptek silicon drift detectors (SDD). The pressure maintained in the
main chamber is around 10−9 Torr.
3.2 IPFY spectroscopy
3.2.1 NdGaO3
The NdGaO3 single crystal was obtained from MTI Corporation. It is specified that the
dimension of the sample is 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm with surface roughness size less
than 5 A˚, and its 〈100〉 direction is normal to sample surface. The NdGaO3 single crystal
is then cut into 8 almost equal size pieces by a diamond saw and polished to several
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different roughness sizes by lapping films and sand papers. The surface roughness sizes are
characterized by AFM. All the sample preparation details can be found in Appendix D.
3.2.2 Penetration length of NdGaO3
As stated in our numerical modeling, IPFY is most sensitive to surface roughness size
around the penetration length of emission x-rays. To check how our polished roughness
sizes compare to the penetration length of NdGaO3, we plotted the penetration length over
800 eV to 1100 eV in figure 3.1. The penetration length at chosen energy Ei is simply the
inversion of absorption coefficient at that energy, for instance, 1/µ (Ei). The absorption
coefficient we used to derive penetration length in figure 3.1 is from reference [1].
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Figure 3.1: X-ray penetration depth of NdGaO3 over energy range 800 eV to 1100 eV. The
pre-edge, Nd M5, Nd M4, post-edge regions are shown on the figure.
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All the samples are charaterized by AFM and details are shown in Appendix D. As char-
acterized by AFM, 500 grit polished sample (red solid line) has roughness size 0.0385 µm
which is 0.134/µ (Ef ) where we collect PFY from oxygen K emission (Ef = 524.9eV ).
The corresponding absorption coefficient µ (Ef ) of NdGaO3 at this energy is 3.48659µm
−1
with density 7.57 g/cm3 [35, 36]. As compared to NdGaO3 penetration length, we saw it
barely touched Nd M5 peak so the impact range would be very narrow. Similarly, 120
grit polished sample (solid black line) has roughness size 0.12 µm which is 0.418/µ (Ef ).
It did cover a appreciable region across both Neodymium M5,4 peak, so we would expect
the distortion on IPFY happen in a wider region if there is any.
3.2.3 X-ray fluorescence and PFY
Figure 3.2: NdGaO3 x-ray fluorescence (left panel) and its characteristic emission profile (right
panel) over energy range from 800 eV to 1100 eV.
We measured both wide energy range from 800 eV to 1100 eV with stepsize 1 eV and
narrow energy range from 960 eV to 1020 eV with energy step 0.1 eV. In figure 3.2, we
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showed the x-ray fluorescence (XRF) of smooth surface NdGaO3 from normal incidence
geometry on the left panel and its emission line profile on the right panel. We used
multi-peak fitting to fit 4 gaussians at characteristic x-ray emission energies for Nd and O
between 800 eV to 1100 eV. The sum of those four gaussians agrees with x-ray emission
spectroscopy (XES) extracted at Ei = 1150eV where all characterisitic x-rays contribute
to emission. All the x-ray emission transition line details are tabled in table 3.1.
Emission line Energy (eV) Transition
O Kα1 524.9 L3 → K
Nd Mζ 753 N3 →M5
Nd Mα 978 N6,7 →M5
Nd Mβ 997 N6 →M4
Table 3.1: Characterisitic x-ray emission lines for NdGaO3 over energy range 500 eV to 1100
eV [11].
3.2.4 IPFY spectroscopy on rough surface NdGaO3 samples
In this section, we will show the experimental results of IPFY from 500 grit polished, 120
grit polished and smooth surface NdGaO3 samples at three different detection geometries.
The correponding simulations from sine wave modeling are discussed as well.
For normal incidence geoemtry of 500 grit polished sample, the IPFY spectrum was un-
expectedly greatly offset from the smooth surface results, this was later found to due to
the instability of experimental conditions, e.g., the movement of beamspot on grid, rather
than surface roughness effect alone (see Appendix E). In order to see whether there was
any distortions happened on its IPFY spectrum, we scaled its IPFY spectra to match the
pre-edge of smooth surface by a factor of 1.1. From figure 3.3a, we can see that there is
no distortion and which is consistent with our simulation from sine wave model as shown
in figure 3.3b. When we change the detection geometry to grazing incidence, the IPFY of
500 grit polished NdGaO3 is also scaled by a factor of 1.1 due experimental conditions as
shown in figure 3.3c. The invariance of the scaling factor under two different geometries
implies that this scaling factor really comes from experimental instability. We still saw no
distortion on 500 grit polished sample, which is reasonable because when the roughness
size is small, surface roughness effect is small and not sensitive to geometry change. At
the tip of Nd M5 peak, rough surface IPFY intensity is slightly greater than smooth sur-
face IPFY for both detection geometries and such result is consistent with our calculations.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Raw IPFY spectrum from 500 grit polished NdGaO3 is scaled by a factor 1.1 at
geometry α, β to be 90 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (b) Rough surface and smooth surface IPFY
calculated from sine wave model by using RMS of 500 grit polished sample at normal incidence
detection geometry.(c) Raw IPFY spectrum from 500 grit polished NdGaO3 is scaled by a factor
1.1 at geometry α = 30 ◦, β = 59.2 ◦. (b) Rough surface and smooth surface IPFY calculated
from sine wave model by using RMS of 500 grit polished sample at grazing incidence detection
geometry. The absorption coefficent data used in sine wave calculation are from reference [1].
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For normal incidence geometry of 120 grit polished sample, we saw distortions across
almost the whole spectrum except for the pre-edge region in figure 3.4a. We can see that
the distortion from rough surface reduced the intensity of IPFY with respect to smooth sur-
face results and the distortions are the strongest around peak regions. In our calculations
shown in figure 3.4b, the predicted IPFY from rough surface is greater than smooth surface
IPFY which is different from what was found experimentally. However, the magnitude of
distortion we calculated from sine wave model is consistent with the experimental result
as shown in figure 2.5c. One plausible reason for this is that in our simulation for surface
roughness effect on IPFY, we only used a single parameter roughness size to characterize
rough surface profile. Therefore, it loses other features from a rough surface, such as rough
particle shape, lateral correlation lengths. Fortunately, our main object is to see how much
distortion surface roughness effect would cause on IPFY rather than the absolute intensity
of IPFY.
To explore the geometry dependence of surface roughness effect, we also measured IPFY of
120 grit polished NdGaO3 at regular incidence geometry. At this geometry, from figure 3.5a
the distortions on IPFY are reduced when compared with normal incidence case as shown
in figure 3.4a. The decrease in the distortion is most obvious around post-edge region
where the distortion vanishes in this detection geometry. These changes were subsequently
observed in our calculations shown in figure 3.5b, but the predicted absolute intensity of
rough surface IPFY disagrees with experimental results. Nevertheless, our sine wave model
calculation well captured the magnitude of distortion from surface roughness effect at this
detection geometry as shown in figure 3.5c. From the comparison with normal incidence
geometry, we clearly saw that regular incidence geometry is a better detection geometry
than normal incidence geometry as to reduce surface roughness effect.
In conclusion, our sine wave model managed to quantitatively predict the magnitude of
distortion caused by surface roughness effect. However, the features of a real rough surface
cannot be fully described by a single roughness size parameterization which evident in the
failure of our sine wave model in predicting the trend of the change in IPFY intensity for
120 grid polished sample. Nevertheless, the success in applying sine wave model to antic-
ipate the degrees of distortion in IPFY enabled us to determine the maximum allowable
surface roughness size and optimal detection geometry.
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Figure 3.4: (a) IPFY spectra from a 120 grit polished NdGaO3 and smooth surface NdGaO3
at geometry α, β to be 90 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (b) Rough surface and smooth surface
IPFY calculated from sine wave model by using RMS of 120 grit polished sample at normal
incidence detection geometry. (c) The percentage differece between smooth surface IPFY and
rough surface IPFY from experiments and calculations. The absorption coefficent data used in
sine wave calculation are from reference [1].
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Figure 3.5: (a) IPFY spectra from a 120 grit polished NdGaO3 and smooth surface NdGaO3
at geometry α, β to be 60 ◦ and 61.5 ◦, respectively. (b) Rough surface and smooth surface
IPFY calculated from sine wave model by using RMS of 120 grit polished sample at regular
incidence detection geometry. (c) The percentage differece between smooth surface IPFY and
rough surface IPFY from experiments and calculations. The absorption coefficent data used in
sine wave calculation are from reference [1].
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Chapter 4
Granularity effect on IPFY
4.1 Granularity effect
When homogeneous single crystals are not available for the study of IPFY, powder spec-
imens become our only choice. For this reason, the test on the applicability of IPFY on
porous samples becomes very important. According to Suortti, the measurement of x-ray
fluorescence intensity from compressed powder specimens would suffer from both surface
roughness effect and porosity effect, and such combined effect is termed as granularity ef-
fect. [33] The study of granularity effect is more complicated than surface roughness effect,
and even to setup a reasonable model for numerical simulations are very difficult. In this
chapter, we will only qualitatively discuss about granularity effect on IPFY.
In general, we could categorize granularity effect into three sub scenarios:
1 For a bulk rough surface sample, we would have surface roughness effect but no
porosity effect.
2 For ideally polished compressed powder specimens, there will be no surface roughness
effect and we only have porosity effect.
3 For general powder specimens, we would have combined effects from surface rough-
ness and porosity.
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4.2 Randomly distributed rough surface
For case 1, we will discuss a special situation where we have a randomly distributed sur-
face. Usually for a real rough surface, we would intuitively think that surface roughness is
randomly distributed and the roughness height distribution can be described by a normal
distribution function. This thinking was found to be true from our characterization of
NdGaO3 rough surfaces in Appendix D.2. However, this randomly distribution of rough-
ness height cannot fully pass on to G (z, A, x) due to the cutoff from rough layer. In a
manner similar to G (z, A, x) calculated from a sine wave rough surface, for the rough layer
we must have type I G (z, A, x) that is a complex outcome of rough surface. In the bulk, we
would have type II G (z, A, x) that is linearly transformed from rough surface profile which
reflects the distribution of roughness height. However, the dominant contribution is from
the rough layer part rather than the bulk part whose G (z, A, x) contains the information
about the rough surface profile. In conclusion, for a randomly distributed rough surface,
an analytical expression for surface roughness effect on IPFY by invoking the random dis-
tribution of rough surface height cannot be realized.
4.3 Porosity effect
In case 2, we have an ideally polished randomly packed powder specimen, the structure
incident x-rays probe is similar at any depth z. In this situation, we only a type II
G (z, L, x) due to the porosity from random packing where L stands for the average chord
length inside the specimen. Since random packing can only be described properly in a
statistical way, it is reasonable to assume its random nature can pass on to our type II
G (z, L, x). Instead of calculating position dependent G (z, L, x) numerically, we now can
treat G (z, L, x) statistically as average Gavg which is described by a normal distribution
function. Following this assumption, we can write (2.12) for an ideally polished randomly
packed powder specimen as:
IPFYr
IPFYs
= e
µ(Ef)
sin β
Gavg(L) (4.1)
Formula (4.1) implies that IPFYr/IPFYs is independent of incident energies Ei and in-
cident angle α, so IPFY spectrum will only be scaled by a constant factor whereas the
lineshape preserves. For IPFY spectroscopy, we always measure at fixed emission energy
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so that µ (Ef ) would be constant for all subsequent measurements.
1 The scaling factor
will only depend on emission angle β and average chord length L.
To incorporate the random nature of packing into our modeling, we will rewrite formula
(4.1) as:
IPFYr
IPFYs
=
∫ +∞
−∞
1√
2piL
e−
x2
2L2 e
µ(Ef)
sin β
x
dx (4.2)
= e
µ(Ef)
2
L2
2 sin2 β (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: (a) Avergae chord length dependence of porosity effect at emission angle 30 ◦, 50 ◦,
80 ◦, respectively. (b) Emission angle β dependence of porosity effect with average chord length
to be 0.1/µ (Ef ), 0.5/µ (Ef ), 1/µ (Ef ), respectively.
In order to evaluate how big the porosity effect is, we followed formula (4.3), and plotted
the average chord length dependence and emission angle dependence of the effect in figure
4.1a and figure 4.1b, respectively. From figure 4.1a, for any given emission angle β, we
can see that the scaling factor is increasing when the average chord length increases. The
growth rate of IPFYr/IPFYs is bigger when emission angle is smaller. As to the emission
1The composition of the material is the same across all the measurements.
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angle dependence, for any given average chord length, the scaling factor is decreasing while
we increase emission angle β. The rate of changing in scaling factor tends to decrease to-
wards bigger emission angle and eventually settle as zero at normal emission angle. At
normal emission angle, the amount of scaling grows with respect to average chord length.
In this sense, a bigger emission angle would be a better detection geometry for smooth
porous sample.
4.4 General granularity effect
In reality, our common polishing procedures generally fail to produce a perfectly polished
surface. Therefore, there will be more or less surface roughness effect on IPFY spectroscopy.
From our calculations shown in figure 4.1b and figure 2.7, for the same surface roughness
size and average chord length, the effect from porosity is much bigger than effect from
rough surface. For a given detection geometry, porosity effect from random packing will
give us big a scaling factor that is independent of incident energy Ei. On top of that,
surface roughness effect which depends on incident energy will distort IPFY spectra by a
relatively small amount based on the actual structure of the open pores.
In this sense, distortions on IPFY performed on porous specimen only come from surface
roughness effect, so that the minimization of surface roughness effect will eventually mini-
mize distortions from granularity effect. In our previous study of surface roughness effect
on IPFY, we learned that surface roughness effect would vanish when we polish rough
surface to our critical roughness level or set our detection geometry to be nearly normal
incidence and normal emission. If our model for randomly packed porous specimen worked
well and it is possible to have distortion free IPFY measure on powder specimen, how-
ever, since IPFY spectra are still scaled by some constants therefore cannot be used to
quantitatively obtain absorption coefficients. This would eventually leads to the failure of
composition analysis on powder specimen.
In subsequent section, we will illustrate some results of IPFY performed on NdGaO3 pow-
der specimen and we will only qualitatively comment on the experimental results in regards
of our discussions.
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4.5 IPFY spectroscopy on NdGaO3 powder specimen
In figure 4.2a and 4.2c, we plotted the comparison of smooth surface NdGaO3 IPFY and
porous NdGaO3 IPFY at normal incidence and regular incidence respectively. We can see
clearly from both geometries that IPFY intensity from powder specimen is much bigger
than smooth surface. This result is consistent with what we argued before, the major con-
tribution of granularity effect is from porosity effect and the IPFY intensity from porosity
effect is predicted to be always greater than smooth surface IPFY. As to see how much
distortion caused by granularity effect, we scaled the powder specimen IPFY to match up
with smooth surface pre-edge IPFY intensity as shown in figure 4.2b and 4.2d, respectively.
If this scaling factor can be approximately treated as the effect from porosity alone, and we
can see the scaling factor from β = 41.6 ◦ is 1/0.67 = 1.49 which is bigger than the scaling
factor from β = 61.5 ◦ (1.39). Such a result also agreed with our prediction for emission
angle dependence of porosity effect on IPFY.
In both geometries, we can see appreciable distortions caused by surface roughness effect.
The overall effect decreases the IPFY intensity with respect to smooth surface in regular
incidence geometry, whereas in normal incidence geometry two IPFY spectra crossover
each other at several different energies. In this sense, regular incidence geometry is a bet-
ter detection geometry than normal incidence geometry. Previously, we saw distortions
caused by surface roughness effect alone is bigger in normal incidence geometry than regu-
lar incidence and thus proved regular geometry a better detection geometry. In conclusion,
we can possibly make distortion free IPFY measurements on porous specimen by better
polishing and choosing optimal detection geometry. We can benefit from our numerical
work in modeling surface roughness effect to find critical scale of polishing and optimal
detection geometry for IPFY measurement on porous specimen.
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Figure 4.2: (a) IPFY spectra from NdGaO3 powder specimen and smooth surface NdGaO3 at
geometry α, β to be 90 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (b) Raw IPFY spectrum NdGaO3 powder
specimen is scaled by 0.67 at geometry α, β to be 90 ◦ and 41.6 ◦, respectively. (c) IPFY spectra
from NdGaO3 powder specimen and smooth surface NdGaO3 at geometry α, β to be 60
◦ and
61.5 ◦, respectively. (d) Raw IPFY spectrum NdGaO3 powder specimen is scaled by 0.72 at
geometry α, β to be 60 ◦ and 61.5 ◦, respectively.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of results
5.1.1 Theoretical work
The IPFY expression for rough surface originates from smooth surface IPFY where the
difference is the emission x-ray depth (EXD) is no longer the same as incident x-ray depth
(IXD). By introducing a new parameter G (z, A, x) which is the difference between EXD
and IXD, we are able to formulize the IPFY expression for rough surface as following:
IPFYr =
A (Ei)
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0
1
sinαe
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
z+
µ(Ef)
sin β
(G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(5.1)
where we will define quantity A (Ei) to be:
A (Ei) =
νGrid (Ei)
Ω
4piη (Ef )ωX (Ei, Ef )µX (Ei)
(5.2)
Therefore to study surface roughness effect on IPFY, we divide IPFY from rough surface
to IPFY from smooth surface, we end up with ratio as:
IPFYr
IPFYs
=
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
+
µ(Ef)
sin β
)
z
dz
∫ x2
x1
∫∞
0 e
−
(
µ(Ei)
sinα
z+
µ(Ef)
sin β
(G(z,A,x)+z)
)
dzdx
(5.3)
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In our numerical calculations for surface roughness effect on IPFY, we firstly build up a
sine wave rough surface with peak to peak amplitude and period defined as 2A, and then
evaluate the expression in (5.3) numerically to investigate the roughness size, energy and
geometry dependence of surface roughness effect.
From our modeling we found that the distortion on rough surface IPFY generally increases
with respect to surface roughness size and saturates when we reach certain roughness level.
Depending on the detection geometry, the absolute IPFY intensity from rough surface can
be either bigger or smaller than smooth surface. The IPFY intensity of most sensitive
surface roughness size comparable to the emission x-ray penetration length is 1/µ (Ef ).
For a given surface roughness size, the distortion on IPFY is monotonically increasing
versus incident x-ray absorption coefficient µ (Ei). This implies the peak region where
bigger µ (Ei) will experience much bigger distortion than pre-edge and post-edge where
µ (Ei) is much smaller. The growth rate of distortion is bigger when we have bigger sur-
face roughness size. By comparing distortions from two different detection geometry, we
found that regular incidence geometry has less distortion than normal incidence geometry
which implies the existence of optimal detection geometry.
In the end, to find the universal distortion free surface roughness size and optimal de-
tection geometry, we explored the geometry dependence of surface roughness effect. We
found 0.109/µ (Ef ) to be the maximum allowable surface roughness size for all detection
geometries for a 5% error tolerance as our tolerance. When we go to an optimal geometry,
the critical roughness size can increase up to 0.484/µ (Ef ). The evaluation of geometry
dependence suggests α, β < 40 ◦ and α ≈ 60 ◦ and β < 40 ◦ areas to be our optimal de-
tection geometries, whereas α > 70 ◦ and β < 50 ◦ area is the geometry we should try
to avoid. In particular, we found when α, β > 80 ◦, we would always have distortion free
IPFY measurements.
In our study of IPFY on powder specimen, we found an analytical solution to IPFY
on porous specimen in a sub scenario of granularity effect. In the special case where we
have smoothly polished randomly packed powder specimen, by assuming our G (z, L, x)
can inherit the nature of randomness from packing, we are able to analytically write IPFY
from porosity effect alone as:
IPFYr
IPFYs
= e
µ(Ef)
2
L2
2 sin2 β (5.4)
From (5.4), we can see that IPFY from porosity effects is only scaled by a constant which
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does not depend on incident x-ray energy Ei and angle α. Thus means the lineshape of
IPFY is preserved over the whole spectrum. Since for IPFY measurement, our emission
energy is always fixed so that µ (Ef ) is a fixed quantity. The only dependence of the scaling
factor is on average chord length L and emission angle β. Due to the fact that all quantities
in expression (5.4) are positive, IPFY intensity from porous specimen will always be bigger
than smooth bulk sample and the scaling factor is monotonically increasing with respect
to L but decreasing with respect to β.
5.1.2 Experimental demonstrations
For the study of surface roughness effect on IPFY, we prepared a 500 grit polished NdGaO3
with surface roughness size 0.0385 µm as characterized by AFM and a 120 grit polished
NdGaO3 with surface roughness size 0.12 µm. For the purpose of understanding our the-
oretical work, those two surface roughness sizes are converted into units of 1/µ (Ef ) as
0.134/µ (Ef ) and 0.418/µ (Ef ), respectively. The results showed that there is no distor-
tion on 500 grit polished sample in both normal incidence and grazing incidence geometry.
Such result agreed very well with our sine wave modeling for this 500 grit polished rough-
ness size. For 120 grit polished sample, we clearly saw distortions in both geometries, and
the distortion is much smaller in post-edge region than Nd M5,4 peak regions. In addition,
the distortion is reduced in regular incidence geometry. In both geometries, our numerical
calculations well captured the degrees of distortion. However it failed to predict the actual
trend of the change in IPFY intensity for 120 grit polished sample. The most sensible
reason for this discrepancy is that the single roughness size parameterization cannot fully
reflect the structure of a real rough surface. Other factors such as lateral correlation, de-
grees of bumpiness should be incorported in order to accurately model a real rough surface.
Despite the disagreement of the absolute intensity, our sine wave model successfully antic-
ipated the degrees of distortion that occured in every rough sample for both geometries.
This argument proves our sine wave model can be reliable in the estimate of maximum
allowable roughness size and optimal detection geometry.
For the study of IPFY on porous specimen, we measured IPFY on NdGaO3 powder spec-
imen for two geometries. We did see a big increase in IPFY intensity on powder specimen
with respect to smooth bulk sample, which is consistent with our modeling for porosity
effect. Moreover, the estimated scaling factor by scaling IPFY from powder specimen to
the pre-edge of smooth bulk sample is decreasing while we increase emission angle, our
analytical results agree with the experimental results. The distortion is small around pre-
edge and post-edge while dominating around Nd M5,4 peak regions, the consistency of
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this observation with our numerical results of surface roughness effect implies that the
distortion on porous specimen comes from large open pores on the rough layer. Therefore,
when we polish surface roughness size to the allowable surface roughness size or choose
nearly normal incidence and emission geometry, it is possible to have distortion free IPFY
measure on porous specimen.
5.1.3 Future work
The failure of applying our sine wave model to predict the absolute intensity of 120 polished
sample gives us a very good direction to extend my current work to. There are two simple
scenarios to explore:
1 Our sine wave model chose the peak to peak amplitude to be the same as the period
of sine wave, but the shape of actual rough particles can be different. Therefore, we
can still use sine wave model but use different periods to study the shape dependence
of rough particles on surface roughness effect.
2 In our model, the number of concave parts and convex parts is the same. However,
for a real rough surface, the weight of concave parts and convex parts can be uneven
for same roughness size. The exploration of two extremes where we only have concave
parts and convex parts and the intermediate combination of both could be very useful.
Experimentally, we only measured IPFY on surface roughness size up to 0.418/µ (Ef ) and
the measurement on roughness size equal or bigger than 1/µ (Ef ) would be important in
further prove our model. In addition, we can prepare samples by polishing smooth surface
samples differently and then test the topography dependence at same roughness level.
For the test on the applicability of IPFY to porous specimen, it is important to test
two solutions from our previous discussions for distortion free measurements. One is to
prepare a well compressed powder specimen and then polish the surface roughness size
down to critical size as predicted in our sine wave model. Then we can measure IPFY on
this smoothly polished powder specimen for a series of geometries, the comparison with a
smooth bulk sample can be used to test whether there is any distorion and whether the
geometry dependence model for porosity works. Another is to prepare a regular powder
specimen and leave the surface unpolished, try to measure IPFY from this sample at nearly
normal incidence and emission and check whether we will have distortion or not.
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Appendix A
Limit of numerical integration depth
In our numerical simulation, we assumed that our bulk sample is thick enough so that
x-ray would never transmit through our sample. Theoretically, we have to integrate the
depth z to infinity to collect all the contributions. However, in our numerical simulation,
we have to consider the computation time, so in our future analysis, we will neglect the
contribution that is smaller than 0.1% of the normalized differential intensity. Therefore,
by making the exponential part of formula (2.10) equal to 0.1%, we can obtain the upper
limit of our integration depth for smooth surface denoted as zsupper below:
zsupper =
6.91(
µ(Ei)
sinα +
µ(Ef)
sinβ
) (A.1)
Similarly, the upper integration depth limit for a rough surface denoted as zrupper is decided
by equation below:
µ (Ei)
sinα
zrupper +
µ (Ef )
sinβ
(
zrupper +G
min (z,A, x)
)
= 6.91 (A.2)
where Gmin (z, A, x) corresponds to the minimum value of G (z, A, x) among all calculated
values.
Rearrange equation (A.2), the zrupper turn out to be:
zrupper =
6.91− µ(Ef)sinβ Gmin (z,A, x)
µ(Ei)
sinα +
µ(Ef)
sinβ
(A.3)
Normally, we would have negative values of Gmin (z, A, x), but there are scenarios where
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Gmin (z, A, x) could be positive value and even positive enough to make zrupper negative.
In such rare cases, we will set Gmin (z, A, x) as 0 so zrupper has same expression as z
s
upper.
This integration limit zrupper is of great significance since it defines the cutoff of the
G (z, A, x) that we can use to calculate IPFY. Take G (z, A, x) from sine wave rough sur-
face for example, if our zrupper is around 2A which corresponds to rough layer part where
we have only type I G (z, A, x), the distortion on IPFY would be most prominent. In the
opposite, if zrupper is very big or we have very small surface roughness size, for example
> 100A, where we mainly have type II G (z, A, x), so the distorted contribution from rough
layer relative to non-distorted part from bulk will be largely reduced, and the overall dis-
tortion on IPFY would be negligible. Invoke this idea to a real IPFY spectra, we will see
large distortions at peak regions where we have big µ (Ei) and corresponding small z
r
upper.
Similarly, in pre-edge and post-edge regions, where µ (Ei) is largely reduced, where the
corresponding zrupper will be bigger, so the distortion will be smaller. The geometry de-
pendence of surface roughness effect on IPFY can be understood in means of zrupper as
well.
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Appendix B
Optimal sampling points
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Figure B.1: (a) IPFYr/IPFYs as a function of sampling points N with incident angle 85 ◦, and
emission angle 20 ◦ and 80 ◦, surface roughness size 1/µ (Ef ) and 5/µ (Ef ) and linear attenuation
coefficient at incident energy Ei as 0.5/µ (Ef ) and 5/µ (Ef ). (b) The percentage error of ratio
IPFYr/IPFYs from different sampling points number N with respect to samlping points number
128 at parameters described in (a).
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To find the optimal number of sampling points, we calculated ratio IPFYr/IPFYs versus
number of sampling points by chosen high and low limits of parameter µ (Ei), β, A at fixed
α and µ (Ef ). In order to see quantitatively how the ratio IPFY
r/IPFY s converge as
we increase the number of sampling points, we plotted the percentage difference between
IPFYr/IPFYs ratio from sampling number N and IPFYr/IPFYs ratio from the maximum
sampling number 128 in figure B.1b. We see that 32 sampling points has a maximum
percentage error less than 2% in all interested physical ranges, but to be more precise, we
finally chose 64 sampling points in all our later calculations. In this case, we are able to
reduce the biggest percentage error to be less than 0.1%.
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Appendix C
Proof of the periodicity of G (z, A, x)
from bulk
Figure C.1: Schematic of calculating G (z,A, x) contributed from the bulk part from a sine wave
rough surface with peak to peak amplitude denoted as 2A and period 2A.
As we probe further into the bulk part over a sine wave rough surface from same starting
point A as depicted in figure C.1, since we have same emission angle β and equivalent
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position1 K, H and E, the emission x-ray effective penetration lengths from the rough
layer2 LMN , LOP are the same. Our G (z, A, x) at integration depth L and B are expressed
as:
GL (z,A, x) = (LLK + LMN ) sinβ − (LLJ + LAJ) sinα (C.1)
GB (z,A, x) = (LBH + LOP ) sinβ − (LBJ + LAJ) sinα (C.2)
Apparently, from figure C.1, the emission and incident penetration depths contributed from
the bulk3 are the same at both position L and position B. Those can be expressed as:
LLJ sinα = LLK sinβ (C.3)
LBJ sinα = LBH sinβ (C.4)
LMN = LOP (C.5)
Combining equation (C.1), (C.2), (C.3), (C.4), (C.5), we can easily obtain:
GL (z,A, x) = LMN sinβ − LAJ sinα = GB (z,A, x) (C.6)
The result derived above not only apply to antinode, for example, K, H, but also to any
points on the sine wave rough surface. Such result explains why the G (z, A, x) is periodic
when probed into the bulk part.
In addition, the period in G (z, A, x) can be determined analytically. In figure C.1, the
period in terms of effective penetration depth is LBG. Since LBC is parallel with LHD and so
does LBH AND LCD, BCDH forms a parallelogram. We will have following relationships:
LBG = LBC sinα (C.7)
LBC = LHD (C.8)
LHD
sinβ
=
2A
sin γ
(C.9)
γ = pi − α− β (C.10)
Combining equation (C.7), (C.8), (C.9), (C.10), we will have the period LBG as:
LBG =
sinα sinβ
sin (pi − α− β)2A (C.11)
1Positions K, H, E have exactly same height and lateral distance between them are integer times of the
period 2A.
2The topmost layer which has thickness 2A.
3The part just below the rough layer, alternatively, below height of position K or H.
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Figure C.2: (a) G (z,A, x) /A calculated from a sine wave rough surface with fixed incident angle
α equal to 85 ◦ at different exiting angles β equal to 20 ◦, 60 ◦, when our first intercept point with
the rough surface is point 1 and point 12 as depicted in figure 2.2, respectively. (b) By manually
moving G (z,A, x) /A from same geometry but different starting point together, we found the
periodic parts coincide with each other very well.
As we can see from (C.11), for fixed geometry α and β, in regardless of where x-ray is
incident into the sine wave rough surface, we will always have same periodic structure for
same detection geometry. Such result is consistent with what we have calculated in figure
C.2.
To see how really G (z, A, x) change from sine wave rough surface when we sample the rough
surface at different starting point but with same geometry, we plotted them in figure C.2.
In this situation, rough layer part G (z, A, x) with same geometries but different starting
points are quite different from each other, however, the periodic parts of G (z, A, x) from
the bulk with same geometries coincide with each other in despite of offset and lateral
displacement as shown in figure C.2b. This result is consistent with our proof before.
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Appendix D
NdGaO3 rough sample preparations
and characterizations
D.1 NdGaO3 sample preparations
The 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm NdGaO3 single crystal is firstly bonded to a cross glass
plate by melting crystal bond on top of the surface and cooling down afterwards. After
that, the single crystal is cutted into 8 approximate 2.5 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm equal
size pieces by using a mechanical saw with fine diamond saw bit sawing smoothly for few
hours.
As shown in figure D.1, three pieces of NdGaO3 single crystals were polished by 500 grit,
240 grit and 120 grit sand paper with abrasive particle size as 30.2 µm, 58.5 µm and 125
µm, respectively. One piece of NdGaO3 single crystals was polished by a 9 µm lapping
film, and another piece was crashed by a pestle inside of a mortar into powder specimen.
All the rough surface polishing are polished in random directions evenly for about 0.7 hour
to 2 hours. The powder specimen was grinded uniformly for a reasonable period, and its
uniformity was checked by a microscope. The piece named texture side is referred to the
unpolished side of the original single crystal, which showed texture characteristics under
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure D.1: Rough surface NdGa3 samples produced by using various grits and lapping films to
polish smooth surface NdGaO3 samples, and NdGaO3 powder specimen made by using pestle to
crash NdGaO3 single crystals in a mortar.
D.2 Characterizations of surface roughness by AFM
AFM is a surface scanning probe microscopy with very high resolution on the order of
nanometer, and therefore it satisfied our need fairly well.1 In figure D.2, we plotted the
AFM scanning of a 500 grit polished rough surface and the unpolished texture like side in
both 3D view and 1D roughness height view. From figure D.2a and figure D.2c, we can
see that the roughness scale of texture side is much greater than 500 grit polished surface.
1However, the scanning range it can reach for a single scan is on the order of few hundreds µm2, which
may not be able to accurately capture the average roughness size of our NdGaO3 samples.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure D.2: (a) 3D view of 500 grit polished NdGaO3 rough surface within the area 30 µm × 30
µm. (b) A single scan of 500 grit polished surface roughness profile took along X axis as shown
figure D.2a. (c) 3D view of unpolished NdGaO3 texture side rough surface within the area 15
µm × 15 µm. (d) A single scan of unpolished texture side surface roughness profile took along
X axis as shown figure D.2c.
From figure D.2b and D.2d, we can tell that roughness scale of 500 grit polished surface
is around 0.1 µm while texture like side has surface roughness size around 1 µm. From
figure D.2d, we can clearly see the texture like characteristic from its flatness on every
single division and no considerate fluctuations over each division.
To gain some aspects of roughness height distribution of real rough surfaces, in figure
D.3, we plotted the surface roughness height probability distributions of 500 grit polished
rough surface and texture like side as depicted in figure D.3a and D.3b, respectively. In
figure D.3a, we fitted the probability distribution by both student T distribution and
normal distribution. In general, student T distribution seemed to fit the roughness height
distribution profile better than normal distribution, however, normal distribution fitted
surface roughness size σ agreed better with calculated surface roughness RMS value than
student T distribution. As to texture like rough side surface roughness distribution in figure
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Figure D.3: (a) The probability distribution histogram of 500 grit polished surface roughness,
the bottom axis is in unit of µm and its surface roughness RMS is calculated to be 0.0385 µm.
(b) The probability distribution histogram of texture side rough surface with RMS calculated to
be 0.167 µm, and normal distribution fitting agreed with roughness size well.
D.3b, a Gaussian distribution function fitted the distribution reasonably well meanwhile it
showed consistency calculated surface roughness RMS value 0.167 µm.
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Appendix E
Refinement to Sj,k analysis of IPFY
The discussion in this chapter originates from equation (2.11) in the scenario where we have
a smooth surface homogeneous bulk sample but the experimental conditions fluctuate in
appreciable amount. The goal is to explore how the fluctuations in experimental conditions
affect our normal Sj,k (Ei) analysis of IPFY in deriving linear attenuation coefficients.
E.1 Sj,k analysis
Experimentally, for homogeneous bulk materials with smooth surfaces, the IPFY expression
is written as:
IPFY =
νGrid (Ei)
η (Ef )
Ω
4piωY (Ei, Ef )µY (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinα
sinβ
)
(E.1)
= A (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinα
sinβ
)
(E.2)
For simplicity, we will denote A (Ei) as the total factor outside the brackets as shown in
equation (E.1). If we perform two measurements of IPFY with geometry j and k,we can
write their IPFY expressions of them as following:
IPFY j = Aj (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαj
sinβj
)
(E.3)
IPFY k = Ak (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαk
sinβk
)
(E.4)
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Experimentally, if we measure IPFY for two different geometries j and k use same de-
tector at fixed emission energy Ef , we would have same detection efficiency η (Ef ). The
solid angle Ω is also a fixed quantity for both geometries except for some extreme an-
gles where detector position is in parallel with sample plate or the detector position was
changed in subsequent measurement. Since our subject is the same for both geometries,
ωY (Ei, Ef ) , µY (Ei) stays the same. For two separate measurements, νGrid (Ei) would
potentially change if the beam spot on the grid is deviated from its original position in
another measurement. Mostly, the change in grid quantum efficiency is small and can be
neglected.
Therefore, it is reasonable to make the assumption that Aj (Ei) = Ak (Ei) = A (Ei) , and
based on that we will find that:
A (Ei) =
1
µ (Ef )
IPFY j − IPFY k
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαksinβk
(E.5)
=
1
µ (Ef )
Sj,k (Ei) (E.6)
where we define our Sj,k (Ei) to be:
Sj,k (Ei) =
IPFY j − IPFY k
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαksinβk
(E.7)
By inserting equation (E.6) back into equation (E.2) and rearranging it, and we will obtain:
µ (Ei) =
(
IPFY
Sj,k (Ei)
− sinα
sinβ
)
µ (Ef ) (E.8)
Equation (E.8) implies that the angle dependence Sj,k (Ei) analysis of IPFY will provide
us with a direct measure of total linear attenuation coefficients.
E.2 The effect of Unequal Aj,k (Ei) on Sj,k (Ei) analysis
As we have mentioned before, our success in applying Sj,k (Ei) analysis of IPFY to extract
total linear attenuation coefficients is relying on one important condition that Aj (Ei) =
Ak (Ei) for two different geometries j and k. However, there are scenarios where Aj (Ei) is
not coincident with Ak (Ei) exactly. For example, as we discussed in section 1.1, when the
incident beam spot on the grid moved in subsequent measurement, we might as well have a
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significant change in νGrid (Ei). This difference will eventually reflect itself in A (Ei). The
motivation here is to know how much effect we would have on our Sj,k (Ei) analysis when
A (Ei) varied with respect to different geometries. Here we will expand our old Sj,k (Ei)
analysis to a more general case where A (Ei) is allowed to vary for different geometries.
E.2.1 The collapse of IPFY spectra
From our former Sj,k (Ei) analysis of IPFY on NiO and NdGaO3, we noticed that after
divided by Sj,k (Ei) and subtracted the corresponding ratio
sinα
sinβ
, the IPFY spectra from
different geometries will eventually collapse into one single curve.[1] Such experimental
results from NiO and NdGaO3 followed exactly as what equation (1.8) predicted since
they all measure the same quantity µ (Ei). However, as we will prove it later, this result
will hold even in the case Aj (Ei) 6= Ak (Ei).
Simply followed from equation (E.7), we will have:
IPFY j
Sj,k (Ei)
=
IPFY j
IPFY j − IPFY k
(
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαk
sinβk
)
(E.9)
IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
=
IPFY k
IPFY j − IPFY k
(
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαk
sinβk
)
(E.10)
The subtraction of equation (E.9) and (E.10) is:
IPFY j
Sj,k (Ei)
− IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
=
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαk
sinβk
(E.11)
Rearrange equation (E.11), we will get:
IPFY j
Sj,k (Ei)
− sinαj
sinβj
=
IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
(E.12)
If we multiply both sides of equation (E.12) by µ (Ef ), we will have the right hand side of
equation (E.8) which turns out to be µ (Ei) in the case Aj (Ei) = Ak (Ei).This indicates
that
(
IPFY
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinα
sinβ
)
µ (Ef ) from any pair of IPFY spectra will always collapse into one
single curve even though this expression might not correspond to µ (Ei) in the situation
Aj (Ei) 6= Ak (Ei).
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E.2.2 Deviation of Sj,k (Ei) analysis under Aj (Ei) 6= Ak (Ei)
From equation (E.3),(E.4) and (E.7), we can rewrite Sj,k (Ei) in a more general sense:
Sj,k (Ei) =
IPFY j − IPFY k
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.13)
=
Aj (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαj
sin βj
)
−Ak (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαk
sin βk
)
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.14)
=
(Aj (Ei)−Ak (Ei))µ (Ei) +
(
Aj (Ei)
sinαj
sin βj
−Ak (Ei) sinαksin βk
)
µ
(
Ef
)
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.15)
If we assume that
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk which is independent of energies, we can write Sj,k (Ei) in
terms of M jk as:
Sj,k (Ei) =
(
Mjk − 1
)
Ak (Ei)µ (Ei) +
(
MjkAk (Ei)
sinαj
sin βj
−Ak (Ei) sinαksin βk
)
µ
(
Ef
)
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.16)
= Ak (Ei)
(
Mjk − 1
) (
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαj
sin βj
)
+
(
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
)
µ
(
Ef
)
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.17)
= Ak (Ei)
µ (Ef )+ Mjk − 1sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαj
sinβj
) (E.18)
IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
=
Ak (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαk
sin βk
)
Ak (Ei)
µ (Ef )+ Mjk−1sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(
µ (Ei) + µ
(
Ef
) sinαj
sin βj
) (E.19)
=
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef )
+ sinαk
sin βk
1 +
Mjk−1
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef )
+
sinαj
sin βj
) (E.20)
Therefore, we can easily write:
IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
=
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+ sinαksinβk
1 +
Mjk−1
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+
sinαj
sinβj
) − sinαk
sinβk
(E.21)
When M jk = 1, where Aj (Ei) = Ak (Ei), equation (E.21) is reduced into (E.22) and by
rearrange (E.22), we will get equation (E.8) which gives us linear attenuation coefficients.
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IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
=
µ (Ei)
µ (Ef )
(E.22)
By invoke formula (E.21) and plot
(
IPFY k
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
)
µ (Ef ) versus energy for different M jk
values, we will gain some aspects of so called Aj,k (Ei) effect on traditional Sj,k (Ei) analy-
sis. In figure E.1, we used µ (Ei) of NdGaO3 from literature and choose the two geometries
to be αj = 20
◦, βj = 53 ◦;αk = 90 ◦, βk = 41.6 ◦. M jk = 1 case corresponds to where we
have unchanged A (Ei) for two different geometries, where we shall see the total linear
attenuation coefficient µ (Ei) instead. When M jk is 10 percent away from expected value
1, the upper limit will bring the spectrum upwards and the magnitude around the peak
regions increased dramatically while the lower limit did exactly the opposite way.
E.2.3 Ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
From our previous analysis, we concluded that the difference between Aj (Ei) and Ak (Ei)
will have significant impacts on our Sj,k (Ei) analysis. To know how exactly A (Ei) change
from one geometry to another geometry is of crucial importance. Theoretically, the most
straight forward way is what can be simply derived from equation (E.3) and (E.4):
Aj (Ei) =
IPFY j
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαj
sinβj
(E.23)
Ak (Ei) =
IPFY k
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαk
sinβk
(E.24)
Aj (Ei)
Ak (Ei)
=
IPFY j
IPFY k
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαk
sinβk
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαj
sinβj
(E.25)
The shortcoming of using equation (E.25) to obtain the ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
is that we have
to have accurate total linear attenuation coefficients µ (E) first. However, once we have
the ratio and the ratio turned out to be constant within acceptable range with respect
to incident photon energy, we can apply it to one of the IPFY spectra to reestablish the
prerequisite Aj (Ei)
′ = Ak (Ei)
′, and therefore validate our normal Sj,k (Ei) approach.
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Figure E.1: The effect of varied Aj,k (Ei) for two different geometries on Sj,k (Ei) analysis from
NdGaO3 data.
Another way of looking at the ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
is to think about its original form:
A (Ei) =
νGrid (Ei)
η (Ef )
Ω
4piωY (Ei, Ef )µY (Ei)
(E.26)
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In SGM beamline, we have two newly installed Amptek detectors within the scattering
plane of incident X-ray beam and one PGT detector in an azimuthal angle. The angle
dependence Sj,k (Ei) analysis can be done either by using IPFY spectra from two differ-
ent detectors but within one measurement or by using IPFY spectra from two indepen-
dent measurements with different geometries but share the same detector. In both cases,
ωY (Ei, Ef ) , µY (Ei) would always be the same for two different geometries since we mea-
sured at same incident photon energy, detected at fixed emission energy and fixed atom
or core state Y. However, this is rarely the case, but if there is big change in the energy
calibration of beamline between those two measurements, we would have non-negligible
difference for ωY (Ei, Ef ) , µY (Ei) from two different geometries. Based on the discussion
above, we can also write the ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
as:
Aj (Ei)
Ak (Ei)
=
νjGrid (Ei) ηk (Ef ) Ωk
νkGrid (Ei) ηj (Ef ) Ωj
(E.27)
In the case where we have IPFY spectra detected by two different detectors within one
scan, we will have νjGrid (Ei) = ν
k
Grid (Ei) since the actual incident beam intensity after
filtered by the grid and ring current of the synchrotron are exactly the same for both
detectors in this case. At fixed detection energy, we will have
ηj(Ef)
ηk(Ef)
= Constant, and the
ratio of
Ωj
Ωk
also stayed unchange for fixed detector geometries. In this sense, we can further
reduce formula (E.27) in this case as:
Aj (Ei)
Ak (Ei)
=
ηk (Ef ) Ωk
ηj (Ef ) Ωj
(E.28)
= Constant (E.29)
The result derived above has significant implications as the ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
is indeed inde-
pendent of incident photon energy µ (Ei), which will validate our Sj,k (Ei) analysis after
apply the scaling factor M jk we defined before to one of the IPFY spectra. We will refor-
mulize the Sj,k (Ei) analysis in a functional form for the case
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk in subsequent
sections.
In another case where we have IPFY spectra measured twice by the same detector at
different geometries, equation (E.27) is therefore reduced into equation (E.30) due to the
fact that we used the same detector and the solid angle for both geometries should be the
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same if the detector position remained unchanged during two measurements.
Aj (Ei)
Ak (Ei)
=
νjGrid (Ei)
νkGrid (Ei)
(E.30)
However, νjGrid (Ei) may not always be the same as ν
k
Grid (Ei). When we do a second
measure of IPFY for different geometry, the incident beam spot on the grid can potentially
move which will cause the difference in νGrid (Ei). Furthermore, it is hard to tell whether
such difference will be energy dependent and if it is, the M jk scaling factor correction will
no longer apply.
E.2.4 Reformulism of Sj,k (Ei) analysis in the case
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk
As we argued in the former section, if we have the situation where
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk for
two different geometries which is independent of incident photon energy µ (Ei), we can
simply multiply the scaling factor M jk to IPFY k and reestablish the only requirement
Aj (Ei)
′ = Ak (Ei)
′ for normal Sj,k (Ei) analysis. To be more specific, we will denote our
new Sj,k (Ei)
′ as:
Sj,k (Ei)
′ =
IPFY j −M jk ∗ IPFY k
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαksinβk
(E.31)
where M jk =
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
for different geometry j and k.
Note that since we defined M jk =
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
, our Mkj will then become 1/M jk, and the
Sj,k (Ei)
′ is not exactly identical to Sk,j (Ei)
′. Instead, Sk,j (Ei)
′ is defined as:
Sk,j (Ei)
′ =
IPFY k −Mkj ∗ IPFY j
sinαk
sinβk
− sinαjsinβj
(E.32)
=
1
M jk
Sk,j (Ei)
′ (E.33)
Therefore, the corresponding µ (Ei) can be corrected accordingly as:
µcorr (Ei) =
(
IPFY j
Sj,k (Ei)
′ −
sinαj
sinβj
)
µ (Ef ) (E.34)
=
(
IPFY j
M jkSk,j (Ei)
′ −
sinαj
sinβj
)
µ (Ef ) (E.35)
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µcorr (Ei) =
(
M jk ∗ IPFY k
Sj,k (Ei)
′ −
sinαk
sinβk
)
µ (Ef ) (E.36)
=
(
IPFY k
Sk,j (Ei)
′ −
sinαk
sinβk
)
µ (Ef ) (E.37)
In the discussion of the ratio
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
in section 1.2.3, we have drawn the conclusion that
for IPFY spetra from same measurement by different detectors at different geometries, we
would always have
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= Constant (see equation (E.29)) that is independent of incident
photon energies. Once this requirement is satisfied, our new Sj,k (Ei)
′ analysis will be
guarantteed to work to correct the µ (Ei) spectrum. This conclusion will be proved in the
experimental demonstration later.
E.2.5 Error propagation
We have already discussed about how normal Sj,k (Ei) analysis results will differ from
their expectations in the case Aj (Ei) 6= Aj (Ei). To be more explicit about how errors
propagate during our original analysis, we will work out the percentage error expressions
for both Sj,k (Ei) and µ (Ei) in the case
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk.
First, we will define another quantity δjk as:
δjk = M jk − 1 (E.38)
The percentage error expression for Sj,k (Ei) in the case
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk is:
δSj,k (Ei)
Sj,k (Ei)
=
Sj,k (Ei)− Sj,k (Ei)′
Sj,k (Ei)
′ (E.39)
By inserting equation (E.7), (E.31) and (E.38) into (E.39), we will have:
δSj,k (Ei)
Sj,k (Ei)
=
IPFY j−IPFY k
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
− IPFY j−(1+δjk)∗IPFY ksinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
IPFY j−(1+δjk)∗IPFY k
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(E.40)
=
δjk ∗ IPFY k
IPFY j − (1 + δjk) ∗ IPFY k (E.41)
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Equation (E.41) can be reduced by inserting equation (E.3) and (E.4) into it, so it becomes:
δSj,k (Ei)
Sj,k (Ei)
=
δjk ∗Ak (Ei)
(
µ (Ei) + µ (Ef )
sinαk
sinβk
)
(1 + δjk) ∗Ak (Ei)µ (Ef )
(
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαksinβk
) (E.42)
=
δjk
1 + δjk
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+ sinαksinβk
sinαj
sinβj
− sinαksinβk
(E.43)
In order to make the final expression neat, we will introduce another notation g as the
ratio of sinα
sinβ
. In this way, for different geometry j and k, g is notated as:
gj =
sinαj
sinβj
(E.44)
gk =
sinαk
sinβk
(E.45)
Therefore, equation (E.43) can be further reduced as:
δSj,k (Ei)
Sj,k (Ei)
=
δjk
1 + δjk
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+ gk
gj − gk (E.46)
=
δjk
1 + δjk
µ(Ei)
gkµ(Ef)
+ 1
gj
gk
− 1 (E.47)
To get a quantitative picture of δSj,k (Ei) /Sj,k (Ei), we plotted it as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef )
and gj/gk in figure E.2. The ranges we chose for gj/gk and µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) were based on real
physical geometries in SGM beamline and real material attenuation coefficients. In SGM
beamline, the sensible two geometry limits are α = 60 ◦, β = 15.7 ◦ and α = 20 ◦, β = 53.0 ◦,
which gives us gj/gk range as (0.13, 7.5). For NdGaO3, the linear attenuation coefficients
within energy range of interests are within (1.9µm−1, 33.4µm−1) and µ (Ef = 524.9eV ) ≈
3.48549µm−1, and therefore the range for µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) is about (0.1, 10).
One of the common features among those four plots is that when gj/gk is close to 1, the
error in Sj,k (Ei) becomes very large as colored in blue and yellow, regardless of the incident
or emission photon energies. Such result suggests a good way to reduce the error in our
Sj,k (Ei) analysis, that is to choose geometries where the ratio gj/gk is far away from 1.
Compare figure E.2a and figure figure E.2b, figure E.2c and figure E.2d, the change of the
sign in δjk generally reversed the distribution of δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) in terms of sign. To see
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(c) (d)
Figure E.2: The contour plots of δSj,k (Ei) /Sj,k (Ei) as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) and gj/gk
with δjk to be 0.05, -0.05, 0.1, -0.1, respectively, at fixed gk=1.25.
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how the magnitude of δjk affect δSj,k (Ei) /Sj,k (Ei), we can focus on the area where we
have error less than 5 percent. 5 percent deviation of A (Ei) offered us much wider range
with percentage error less than 5% in terms of both geometries and linear attenuation coef-
ficients, compared with 10 percent difference in A (Ei) for two geometries. The areas (blue
in figure E.2a and figure E.2c, yellow in E.2b and E.2d) where we have δSj,k (Ei) /Sj,k (Ei)
less than -1, which means we would have negative Sj,k (Ei), and furthermore result in neg-
ative µ (Ei) would not be taken into discussions, since negative Sj,k (Ei) would obviously
fail our regular Sj,k (Ei) analysis.
Similarly, the percentage error expression for µ (Ei) in case
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
= M jk is:
δµ (Ei)
µ (Ei)
=
µuncorr (Ei)− µcorr (Ei)
µcorr (Ei)
(E.48)
where µuncorr (Ei) is referred to the result obtained from normal Sj,k (Ei) analysis as
expressed in formula (E.8). Combined equation (E.21), (E.38) with (E.44), we obtain:
δµ (Ei)
µ (Ei)
=
(
IPFY k
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinαk
sin βk
)
µ
(
Ef
)− µ (Ei)
µ (Ei)
(E.49)
=

µ(Ei)
µ(Ef )
+
sinαk
sin βk
1+
δjk
sinαj
sin βj
− sinαk
sin βk
(
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef )
+
sinαj
sin βj
) − sinαk
sin βk
µ (Ef )− µ (Ei)
µ (Ei)
(E.50)
where µcorr (Ei) is replaced with µ (Ei). Eventually equation (E.46) can be simplied as:
δµ (Ei)
µ (Ei)
=
−δjk
(
1 + gk
µ(Ef)
µ(Ei)
)(
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+ gj
)
(gj − gk) + δjk
(
µ(Ei)
µ(Ef)
+ gj
) (E.51)
= −
1 + gk
µ(Ef)
µ(Ei)
1 +
gj
gk
−1
δjk
(
µ(Ei)
gkµ(Ef)
+
gj
gk
) (E.52)
In figure E.3a, we plotted δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) and gj/gk at fixed
gk = 1.25 but allow δjk to vary. The first thing we noticed from those four plots was that
they all have sigularities which start around gj/gk equal to 1, and then those sigularities po-
sition themselves along a approximate straight line with respect to µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ). All those
divergence correspond to the cases where the denominator (gj − gk)+δjk (µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) + gj)
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Figure E.3: (a) The contour plot of δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) and gj/gk with
δjk to be 0.05, -0.05, 0.1, -0.1, respectively, at fixed gk=1.25.
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is approximately zero, which would end up giving us very large errors in µ (Ei).
For fixed δjk, for instance, in figure E.3a where δjk equal to 0.05, the simple conclusion
we can draw is that bigger gj/gk would give us much wider range of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) with
same percentage error in δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) than small gj/gk. We know for two geometries
where we have g values far apart, depend on which one we choose to be the first geometry,
gj/gk value could be large or small. The above argument indicated that choose the bigger
g value as our first geometry which has bigger gj/gk would help to reduce errors in µ (Ei).
For fixed magnitude of δjk with different signs, we can compare figure E.3a and figure
E.3b or figure E.3c and figure E.3d. The change of the sign in δjk reversed the sign in
δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) but with similar distribution of percentage error. If we look at the areas in
figure E.3a and figure E.3b where we have percentage error less than 0.2, we found that
bigger gj/gk with positive δjk and smaller gj/gk with negative δjk have wider range of
µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) to be accessed.
For different magnitude of δjk but with same sign, we can clearly see that bigger |δjk| would
have bigger percentage error in µ (Ei) at fixed gj/gk and µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ). The number of
sigularities also increased with repect to the increase of |δjk|.
As to gain some aspects of how each variable affects µ (Ei), we plotted δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) vs
δjk, gj/gk and µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ), respectively.
From figure E.4, we can see that for bigger gj/gk ratios, the sigularities appeared at nega-
tive δjk side while smaller gj/gk ratios have the opposite trend. Consider the parts before
we reach any sigularities, for higher gj/gk ratios, the rate of the change in δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei)
tend to slow down towards the direction of the increasing δjk whereas the smaller gj/gk
ratios have increasing rate of change in δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei). Within a sensible range near δjk
equal to 0, the percentage error in µ (Ei) will continue to grow with respect to increasing
magnitude of δjk.
As to the dependence of δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) on gj/gk, we can easily see from figure E.5 that
low and high gj/gk ratios have smaller percentage errors than those situations when gj
and gk have close values. This indicates that bigger difference between gj and gk would
greatly reduce the errors in µ (Ei), in regardless of the ratio of µ (Ei) /µ (Ei). In figure
E.6, except for the blue curve, all other percentage error curves varied nearly indepen-
dent of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) with µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) in the range from 0.5 to 5 for the chosen gj/gk
ratios. This indicates that for certain tolerance of the errors in µ (Ei), Sj,k (Ei) analy-
sis is still applicable for a very wide range of energies. Besides, one obvious conclusion to
draw is that the percentage eror in µ (Ei) is smaller when we have smaller magnitude of δjk.
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Figure E.4: δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) as a function of δjk where we have chosen gj/gk and µ (Ei) /µ (Ef )
values as shown in the legend.
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Figure E.5: deltaµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) as a function of gj/gk where we have low and high µ (Ei) /µ (Ef )
values and δjk = ±0.1 as shown in the legend.
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Figure E.6: δµ (Ei) /µ (Ei) as a function of µ (Ei) /µ (Ef ) where we have low and high gj/gk
values and δjk = ±0.1 as shown in the legend.
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E.3 Experimental demonstration of Aj,k (Ei) effect on
Sj,k (Ei) analysis
In order to test what we have derived in previous section, we will illustrate IPFY mea-
surements of NdGaO3 where we have unequal A (Ei) for different geometries from both
PGT detector and newly installed Amptek detectors. For this material, we did both long
energy range scans from 800eV to 1100eV that covers pre-edge and post-edge structures
and short energy rang scans from 960eV to 1020eV to identify more details around Nd M5
and M4 peak regions.
E.3.1 NdGaO3
The single crystal NdGaO3 was provided by MTI Corporation. They specify that the
surface was polished to surface roughness level less than 5 A˚ and the crystal was oriented
such that the 〈100〉 direction was normal to sample surface.
E.3.2 Sj,k (Ei) analysis of IPFY spectra
Following from the standard Sj,k (Ei) analysis for NdGaO3, in figure E.7d, what we no-
ticed first was that
(
IPFY k
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
)
µ (Ef ) did not end up providing us with the linear
attenuation coefficients that expected to match up with atomic calculations from NIST
as it was shown previously.[3] However, all
(
IPFY k
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinαk
sinβk
)
µ (Ef ) spectra did collapse
into one single curve and this demonstrated agreement with what we predicted in equation
(E.12).
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Figure E.7: (a) The IPFY of NdGaO3 across the Nd M5,4 edges over a wide energy range with
geometries indicated on the figure. (b) The slope Sj,k (Ei) is derived according to equation (E.7)
with a linear fit to Sj,k (Ei) is shown. (c) The IPFY spectra are divided by the linear fit to
Sj,k (Ei). (d) The spectra from figure E.7c are then subtracted by corresponding
sinα
sinβ and scaling
to µ (Ef = 524.9eV ) ≈ 3.48549µm−1 for NdGaO3 with a density of ρ = 7.57g/cm3.[2]
In figure E.1, we illustrated that the difference between Aj,k (Ei) from two different ge-
ometries will cause discrepancy in our measure of linear attenuation coefficients. This
discrepancy is observed subsequently in real measurements. In figure E.8b, we can clearly
see that there is a big difference between Aj,k (Ei) from one geometry to another. The
discrepancy between measurements and atomic calculation from NIST in figure E.7d is
indeed caused by such difference.
To get a quantitative picture of how big this difference is, we plotted the division of A (Ei)
from those two geometries versus energy in subfigure E.8c. In previous sections, we as-
sumed the ratio of
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
is independent of incident photon energy, here what we actually
observed in figure E.8c is not the case. We fitted our ratio by a constant line which has
value 0.86 and also by a linear fitting, linear fitting fitted the ratio better than constant
line, nevertheless, not as good as enough. In order to test whether the fitting is sufficient
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Figure E.8: (a) The µ (Ei) of NdGaO3 over energy range 800eV to 1100eV.[4] (b) The A (Ei) are
derived from equation (E.23), (E.24) by inserting µ (Ei) from figure E.8a and IPFY spectra from
figure E.7a for two different geometries. (c) The A1(Ei)A2(Ei) is obtained simply by the division of two
curves from E.8b. We then fitted the ratio with constant line of value 0.86 and linear fitting with
slope 3.1353 ∗ 10−5 and intercept 0.58257, respectively. (d) The IPFY spetrum from geometry 2
(α = 20 ◦, β = 53 ◦) is multiplied by the ratios A1(Ei)A2(Ei) from two fitting approaches. After that, we
went through our normal Sj,k (Ei) procedure by invoking this corrected IPFY spectrum, and we
obtained their
(
IPFY k
Sj,k(Ei)
− sinαksinβk
)
µ (Ef ) spectra by scaling to µ (Ef = 524.9eV ) ≈ 3.48549µm−1
for NdGaO3 with a density of ρ = 7.57g/cm
3.[2]
enough to correct the discrepancy as we discussed before, we multiplied one of the IPFY
spectra by the
Aj(Ei)
Ak(Ei)
ratio from both approaches, and redid the Sj,k (Ei) analysis. In fig-
ure E.8d, the pre-edge parts of the spectra from both methods are consistent with atomic
calculation from NIST, while the post-edge are either offsetted upper or lower than the
calculations. There is no clear sign that linear fitting approach is better than constant
line fitting approach whereas the linear fitting seemed to be better than constant fitting.
The big difference in the post-edge part between the corrected spectrum and calculation
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may due to the big fluctuations in the post-edge part of ratio A1(Ei)
A2(Ei)
in figure E.8c. The
pre-edge part fluctuated much less than post-edge part and tended to a constant value,
where approximation would expect to work better.
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